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MARCH / APRIL 2019
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Welcome to our April /May 2019 issue of the magazine.
We’re already in April and our 4th Show is just 3 months ahead. Best get a move on then! We are
nearly at the fine tuning stage, with a solid floor plan established more or less, over 20 clubs and 10
traders ready to attend, and up-front costs met. We’ve some information gathering to do with another
visit to the venue needed. With the news that Airfix will be attending to show off their current and
forthcoming releases, this is a fantastic coup for us.
Publicising our event now is of utmost importance. If you’re attending and displaying at any of our
forthcoming shows, please help by handing out show flyers to the visiting public, sharing it on your
Facebook model group pages, posting flyers in your local model shop or supermarket, work notice
boards and anywhere else that’s legal! All of this effort will help improve our footfall on the day.
On other matters relating, a number of us attended the Yeovil show last month. Whilst a very well
attended event by clubs, traders and public, It sadly lacked some finishing touches to its organisation,
and it was easy to see how small overlooked detail lead to a less than satisfying day for us as a visiting
club. This was the host clubs second show and, constructively, I can only hope that they recognise the
need to improve some aspects of their event. Let’s ensure we don’t do a similar thing with our larger
show this year (we haven’t until now) and really pay attention to some of the simple things that make
a great day better. My report on the Yeovil show is further on in this issue.
My model making continues at a reasonable pace (for me I’m flying along!) but I’m aware that others
members building the WnW kits have already completed one or two and started others, while I’m still
on my first! My excuse is simply, I’m building mine properly! Joking aside, I’m really enjoying the
process, for what is a departure from even a WWII aircraft kit. It helps to have some expertise in the
club and some very helpful folk on many of the Facebook groups. Happy days.
Live long and build them all…well I’m trying to!
Paul
Club President

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire,
where we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about
our hobby. We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s
completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your
hobby or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn
up – see the last page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
UPCOMING SHOWS
Romsey Modellers will be attending four shows before the next issue of the Romsey Modeller is due
to be published.
May 4th

– The second Tangmere Show which had a very impressive debut last year

May 5th / 6th
– We have been invited to display at a the Broadlands Country Show which will be
somewhat different (WITH PLENTY OF BEER), 2 days in a marque and over 25000 people – should be
different!
June 1st

- Salisbury Model Show – stalwart of our modelling circuit

As normal we will be coordinating these shows via our Facebook page.

ROMSEY SCALE MODEL SHOW 2019
Planning is well underway for this year’s enlarged show. We held a planning meeting at the Potter
Heron on April 10th which was well attended. We have secured 10 traders (well done Mark) and 21
exhibitors including Airfix so we will comfortably fill our new hall. A provisional floor plan is available,
we just need a site visit to confirm the layout and check for access etc.
Insurance is arranged, and initial publicity done. The event will be a pre event for the 2020 Romsey
Arts festival, so we should get some support from the council.
Dave Pogson is making great progress securing donations for the raffle (further details will be
announced nearer the event).
We will need plenty of volunteers on for set up the day before and of course at the show. Please let
us know your availability.
Details of the show can be found on our web site at
https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/the-romsey-scale-model-show-2019
With everybody’s help it will be quite some event.
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CHRIS PEARCE
As the magazine goes to press we have just learnt of the sad passing of Chris Pearce of South Hants
Military Modelling Society/ IPMS Southampton.
Below a short piece posted by Nigel Robins to our Facebook page:
It is with great regret that we learnt of the death of our friend and fellow club member Chris Pearce
on Sunday 21/04/2019. Chris was a very long standing member of the South Hants Military
Modelling Society/ IPMS Southampton and a stalwart of the show circuit. He was a superb modeller,
particularly of military radio vehicles and an expert on the subject. He was also very generous, always
willing to loan a book or a drawing on any subject and was able to help out with many a model
vehicle query. He had a vast collection of books and model kits on almost every military subject and
if asked could produce the relevant kit, book or books! as required. Chris had been suffering from an
aggressive form of Alzheimer's disease for the past two and a half years and he been living in a care
facility in Winchester at the time of his passing
All at Romsey Modeller send our condolences to Chris’s friends and family
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PHOTO EVENING, MARCH 2019.
A big thank you to all those members who brought along some of their finest work for me to shoot
last month. Restricting the members to just 3 models each almost worked, as I still had more than
enough to attend to. We might, time permitting, hold another evening before the traditional
October shoot, perhaps during the mid-summer meetings. Here’s a selection of the great work from
our members.

1/72nd Sunderland, Will Booth

Shrapnel based figure diorama, Karl Scammell

1/35th M3, Mark Husband

Kittyhawk, Rob Lyttle

Hannover CI.II, David Pogson

Iron Cross, Luke Hayes
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Diorama base, Malcolm Grant

F14, Sean Summers

Nieuport 17, David Pogson

SU33, Sean Summers

P47 Razorback, Malcolm Grant

Mig 29, Sean Summers
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Nieuport 17, David Pogson

Spitfire MK1 PR, Richard Stewart

Spitfire MkVb, Will Booth

1/72nd Mosquito, Will Booth

German Stormtrooper, Malcolm Grant

F14, Sean Summers
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YEOVIL SHOW, MARCH 2019
BY PAUL ADAMS

This was our first visit to this new show, just in its second year. I chose an alternate route for my drive
to the venue, with the postcode on the flyer taking me to a housing estate. As I gathered my senses,
Tony drove past me in the opposite direction and I then stumbled upon Duncan heading towards me,
with the necessary information to actually find the venue car park. Once parked up, Tony rang to say
he was lost.....I saw several other exhibitors driving in all directions. New post code needed for 2020 I
think.
So, I’ll get the moaning out of the way now. The show lacked some organisation. We did not know
what hall we were in, or our table location. Our pitch was squeezed into an end of a line of tables,
meaning we had less than 12 foot accessible to sit behind the table. The Igors club had the same issue.
There wasn’t enough space for our boxes. ISCA erected a pull up sign to take some floor space directly
behind our seating area. There were three chairs and no room to swing a cat, and so, in my opinion, it
wasn’t good enough. The catering was chaotic in the queue; the bacon sandwiches were tasteless, but
at least unintentionally free. Adding in an over enthusiastic vendor who trawled through Tony’s for
sale stash as we were trying to set up, my blood was boiling by 9:30! After two coffees, I began to
relax and enjoy the event.
Our table consisted mainly of aircraft with a few of Marks armour models the only alternate offering.
WW1 aircraft were provided by Dave, Tony and Duncan. It did make for a striking display and we
certainly had one of the better tables on the day.

Cramped conditions at the table; Our mainly aircraft display was very popular with modern, WWII and WWI
subjects to view.

There were many clubs displaying, and more than enough traders to satisfy most visitors. The show is
spread through 3 large rooms across a school campus. The main hall was packed....with both clubs
and traders, making for very little room along the Isles. Issues aside, there was plenty to see and buy.
A good look around revealed many great models on show, particularly the figure models found in the
refectory hall. Club member Pat Camp, displaying with the Exeter model club, brought several of his
‘classics’ along, models built many years previous, but still looking very fresh and contemporary. It was
great to chat to Pat, along with Duncan, about various techniques on figure painting. I’ve four to paint
at some point, so all this information does help. Figure vendor, Elan13 got some of my money for a
figure that should go with the Junkers D1. Elsewhere, varying interests on the tables provided a huge
amount to see, my photo array hopefully will reflect some of what I saw.
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Shopping; with Paul Francis on hand,
inevitably a number of Wingnut kits were
purchased, both Duncan and Tony making
investments! I bought some paint I needed,
but forgot to get some flat clear....need to do
a list next time. I didn’t buy any kits either!
So, a good show overall, lots of superb
models about, plenty of interest in our
models, some decent shopping, marred only
by some finishing touches by the organisers.
At least I didn’t mention that two people
nearly fell on our table…..
Shopping done! Tony and Duncan survey their stash
increases!

Some of the examples of models on show throughout the event. Best in show for me was the Passchendaele
diorama, seen bottom right…a simply outstanding piece of work.
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EDUARD / RODEN GLOSTER GLADIATOR MK II
BY TONY ADAMS

For some reason 2019 seems to
be the year for me to build
biplanes, I started with a Heinkel
HE123 ( see the last issue of the
Romsey Modeller ) , I then took on
this model and I have just
completed a WnW Camel ( with
plenty more WnW builds to
follow).
I purchased this kit at our show
last year , complete with a
number of addons. The kit is a
reboxing of the Roden kit
(released in 2002), but it includes
all the sprues and versions released by Roden. As a result, the kit can be now made ups as an Mk I or
Mk II or Mk II Sea Gladiator as well as the skis equipped Finnish version. In addition Eduard add a
painted etch sprue, which beefs up the interior detail. The package is wonderfully presented with a
nicely printed instruction booklet and cartograph decal sheet covering no less than 8 very different
airframes. The extras that came with the kit were a second Eduard photo etch set, resin guns, exhausts
and wheels and a vac-form canopy.

Load of options

Loads of extras

The model itself looked reasonably well moulded if a little soft in places, I suspect it would look rather
basic without the extras.
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GETTING STARTED
There was plenty of work to do in the cockpit what with all that etch to squeeze in. The original Roden
parts were ok, the Eduard additions really took it to another level.
The main cockpit components. The cockpit floor was replaced
by an etch part, along with some additions such as foot
straps and compass. The seat was folded and waste seatbelts
added while the painted etch instrument panels was a
considerable addition. Etch additions were also applied to the
fuselage walls

MR Hobby cockpit green was sprayed over a black base to
provide tonal variations, while detail was picked out using a
dark brown Flory wash along with a little dry brushing with
silver.
Overall I was pretty happy with the look of the completed
cockpit. (not that you can see a lot of it once the fuselage was
glued together and the upper wing is in place.
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On the subject of gluing the fuselage together, this proved to be a challenge. The two parts were
slightly warped and Roden didn’t provide any alignment lugs so getting the best fit between the halves
was a struggle. In the end with the help of filler, lots of sanding and panel line re-scribing I got a
satisfactory result.
My adventures with etch
were far from complete as I
added numerous surface
panels to the airframe
including the radiator on
the starboard engine. This
generally involved the
scraping off of the original
detail and the application
of etch to curved surfaces,
not that easy to get right.

The model just before painting , the etch access door was tacked into place to check fit

The engine was primed and painted Alclad iron before being dry brushed with silver to show the
cylinder detail. Etch push rods were added which was a total waste of time as they can’t be seen once
the model is complete (inexplicably I didn’t take any photos of the engine build so you will just have
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to take my word for it). The engine has a set of 18 exhaust pipes that run to the cowling ring from each
side of the 9 cylinders, it was amazing I didn’t lose any of them!
The cylinders was a very tight fit indie the cowl which resulted in a bit of shaving to get it to fit, I put
the engine aside while move to paint the model.

18 exhaust pipes had to be fitted to the engine

The completed engine

PAINTING
Mr Surfacer 1500 was applied, which naturally found some imperfections in the finish of the model,
which needed remedying before moving on.
I had decided to depict the model as Gladiator MkII N2308 (KW-T) of No. 615 squadron during the
battle of France.
The Eduard Notes on the aircraft:
Two Squadrons of the BEF (British Expeditionary Force) were flying Gladiators at the time of the invasion of
France, Nos. 607 and 615. Just as both squadrons were to re-equip with Hurricanes, the German Blitzkrieg
began, effectively interrupting the process. According to the operational record book of No. 607 Squadron
(records of No. 615 have been lost), pilots of the two units destroyed some 72 enemy aircraft and, because of
the relatively small number of sorties flown by Hurricanes, it is likely that some of the victories belonged to
Gladiator pilots. Other sources credit this plane with sole aerial victory achieved by Gladiator in France, as F/L
James Sanders damaged He 111 on December 29th, 1939. This Gladiator was one of the few which made it
back to Britain. The plane sported the Shadow Compensating Scheme over the upper surfaces consisting of
Dark Earth/Dark Green on the upper wing and upper part of fuselage and Light Earth/Light Green on the lower
wing and sides of the fuselage. Undersides were painted black (port) and white (starboard). The serial number
was overpainted, probably with some camouflage colours. An area at the bottom of the port side roundel seems
to be repaired, using unidentified dark colour, perhaps dull red. Additionally, the area under the canopy seems
to be repaired, as the upper and aft vertical line of the Light Earth field with the KW code is straight.
Ref. Eduard Instruction sheet 1145
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Gladiator MkII N2308 (KW-T) of No. 615 squadron

This meant I had 5 camouflage colours to paint, I was not making this model an easy task.
I started on the underside, the black basing will serve as the colour for the port side, so I masked it off
and proceed to paint the white portion, using decanted Tamiya white primer. Using the black basing
technique a used a fine spray to apply random “squiggles” to the surface before using thinned paint
to blend in for the overall effect. Once dry this was masked off, ready to start the upper surfaces.

The white side of the bottom camo being applied
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I scanned the colour guide images from the instruction sheet , cleaned them up and scaled them to the same
size of the model. Once printed, these will be used as paint masks for the camouflage.

I started with the dark green, again using the black basing technique, but this time usung the paper
mask to define the area of colour. Once dry I used the green parts of the mask and added the Dark
Brown. Finally I added Middle Stone using Green and Brown masks as required.

The paper mask held while Dark Green was sprayed

This leaves a well-defined camo pattern

Dark Earth and Middle Stone areas were filled using the mask, a little post shading with thing paint with a little added
white further emphasised the worn paint scheme seen in the reference photos.
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The instructions said the cowling ring should be bronze (typical for Bristol radial engines ) however the discoloration is
due to heat staining , so I sprayed the ring aluminium and then added a number of browns and thinned smoke unit I had
an effect the approached the reference photo.

With the basic painting complete I gloss coated it before applying the decals. There was a decal for
the repair patch on the port side which covers part of the roundel, I decided that the edge looked to
well defined so I sprayed it using Tamiya Hull red. The decals were sealed with another coat of Klear
before Flory wash was applied which brought out the panel lines and provided some weathering. This
was again sealed with Klear. I wanted the model to look very worn, so I added an oil pin wash.

Squeaky clean after decaling that will have to change.

First Flory Wash was strayed all over , and wiped off once dry.
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Then a pin wash, Splodges of white, yellow, burnt
umber and green oil paint were spotted over the
model.

These spots were blended together using turpentine.
More turps was applied to thin down the effect, until
it was quite subtle, and looked like the paint had
faded.
The oils took 24 hours to dry, after which I added a
few paint chips using a silver pen.

FINISHING
With the painting complete, the final touches to the model were made, before the whole model was
given a coat of Winsor and Newton Matt Varnish.

The vac form canopy was cut out and separated into sections. It was masked with bare metal foil before being
painted
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The resin exhausts were painted and heat
stained using the same technique as the
cowl. Tamiya smoke was spayed to
represent the exhaust staining.

Resin gun pods can be seen under the
wing.

It’s been several years since I have rigged a biplane, and I must admit it was a little daunted. Last time
I used nylon thread, but now I was to use EZ line which due to its ability to stretch was to prove much
“Easier”. I used Fine white (0.15mm) EZ line. First I drilled 0.3mm holes at all the anchor points and
glued length of EZ line in place with CA glue on the top wing I used a silver “Sharpie” to colour the
white line. Once the wing was glued I proceeded to glue each loose end in place. This task was made
much easier by using a CA glue applicator which allowed tiny amounts of CA to be precisely applied to
each hole, once the line was in place a tiny amount of CA accelerator was applied using a capillary
applicator

Ready for attaching the top wing , 0.5mm holes were
drilled for the rigging. Eazy line was glued to the top
wing

The tools for the job , CA accelerator applicator, EZ
line , CA glue applicator , silver Sharpie
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Above, Rigging in progress , and complete below

With the rigging complete, the wheels, cockpit door and fragile resin gun pod barrels were added.
Once the radio aerial was fitted the model was complete. A challenging but rewarding build that was
great preparation for the WnW kits to follow…
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THE MONEY SHOTS…
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SHUTTLEWORTH COLLECTION VISIT, 2ND FEBRUARY 2019.
BY PAUL ADAMS

Tony, Duncan and I visited the brilliant Shuttleworth museum, Bedford, on a bitterly cold day in early
February. The previous night’s snow fall and icy roads met for an ‘interesting’ drive up the M3, but
despite some delays through speed limited sections, we arrived more or less on time.
We paid a little extra to the charity to have a guide with us, which facilitated access over the barriers
to view the WW1 Hall aircraft. Our first stop was to take a look at the SE5a, which was, on this day, in
the workshop. Stepping over the barrier meant we could view the aircraft in detail, with close up views
of the cockpit easily available. Our guide was a mine of information which really enriched the viewing
experience. Next up, the WW1 Hall. A fantastic collection included Sopwith’s Triplane, Camel, and Pup.
A superb looking Bristol F2b was on hand, but the jewel has to have been the Albatros Dv resplendent
in its black Otto Kissenberth livery, it was a stunning sight. Along the outer walls were several cabinets
populated by many models on various scales and skill levels, but some of the scratchbuilt examples
were very impressive.

Two aircraft from the WW1 collection; An RAF SE5a undergoing some maintenance in the workshop, and a rear view of the
superb replica Albatros DV, built by The Vintage Aviator Ltd owned by Director, Peter Jackson.

After around 2/12 hours our guide left us, and we continued to look through the other halls. There’s
a multitude of aircraft and vehicles to see as well as various engines, artefacts and information. A very
eclectic mix you might say, but some particularly historic aircraft, all in excellent, well maintained
condition.
Lunch was taken in the museums café (good food, decent price) before another round of each hall
culminating in another look through the WW1 subjects. Worth noting, on the day we went it was cold,
not much more than 5 degrees in the halls, so wrap up warm if you plan to attend during the winter
months.
It’s a fantastic fact that all of the aircraft in the museum are airworthy and regularly flown, not just
hall ‘queens’. I’ve no doubt I’ll be visiting this museum again soon, hopefully to witness one of the
many flying days held during the summer months.
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A wonderful Gloster Gladiator, and a well maintained De Havilland Rapide…

Other vehicles at the museum; a pair of gorgeous public transport buses, traction engine, the oldest airworthy British aircraft, a
1912 Blackburn monoplane, and a Napier Railton engine, the type used in the Golden Arrow, 1929 LSR car.
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ST GEORGES TROPHY APRIL 2019
Our 2019 version of this trophy marks the
start of the competition season for the club.
You may enter any type of model as long as it
has a decent and tenable connection with the
British Isles. 12 members did just that and
entered 17 examples of their work for the
entire membership to dissect and hopefully
vote for! The contest turned into a battle
between 4 models, with Phil Harding’s huge
WW1 diorama, ‘The Big Brown Thing’ a
worthy winner after receiving 10 first place
votes. Runner up was yet another of Luke’s
diorama’s, There She Blows, with David
Pogson’s 1/32nd DH9 coming home third.
Collecting a commended award, was another
diorama, this time from Len Crone with his
WW1 scene, Trench Warfare.
Thank you to all that entered to help make
this 9th running of the St Georges Trophy a
very enjoyable competition. Next up is the
Airfix contest, which will be held during the
September main meeting.
Phil Harding receives the St George trophy from Paul
Adams

Phil’s “The Big Brown Thing”
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RESULTS FOR IPMS ROMSEY ‘ST GEORGES’ COMPETITION APRIL 2019

Entry No

Entrant

Model Title

1

Rob Lyttle

B57 Canberra

2

Les
Stephenson

Jaguar SS100

3

Luke Hayes

There
Blows

4

Len Crone

5

She

1st’s

2nd’s

3rd’s

(3 pts)

(2 pts)

(1 pts
I

IIII

Total
points

Placing

1

J12TH

12

6TH

IIII

IIIII

IIIIIIII

30

2ND

Trench
Warfare

I

IIIIII

III

18

COMMENDED

Malcolm
Grant

HS Trident

I

3

9TH

6

Richard
Stewart

PR1C Spifire

I

I

5

8TH

7

Luke Hayes

Ham Jam

I

2

J10TH

8

Tony
Adams

Gloster
Gladiator

I

II

7

7TH

9

Tony
Adams

Sopwith
Camel BR1

II

IIIIIII

13

5TH

10

Dave
Pogson

DH9

III

IIIIII

III

24

3RD

11

Phil
Harding

The Big Brown
Thing

IIIIIIIIII

IIIIII

II

44

1ST

12

Greg
Chappell

HMS
King
George V

I

1

J12TH

13

David
Downhill

Sea Hawk

I

1

J12TH

14

David
Downhill

Scimitar

15

Will Booth

Spitfire VB

16

Will Booth

Spitfire IXC

17

Will Booth

Mosquito FBVI

-

I

2

J10TH
-

I

1

J12TH
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THE ENTRIES
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NEW ZEALAND RIFLE BRIGADE VIGNETTE
BY KARL SCAMMELL

During last year’s Romsey
modellers
tour
of
Belgium/France we spent two
days exploring the Somme
battlefields. One of the sites we
visited was the New Zealand
memorial for their troops lost at
the
Somme
situated
at
Longueval.
From the memorial we then
walked along a track to look for
the remains of any trench lines
and came across some ordnance
that had recently been ploughed
up by the local farmer. Alongside the unexploded shells was a piece of shrapnel that I recovered with
a plan to use it in some form of model to act as a commemoration to the troops that served on the
Somme. At this point I had no idea as
to what form this model would take,
I was just happy that I had something
to work with.
From the look of the shrapnel, it was
in all probability the remnants of a
shell that had exploded, similar in
diameter to those shown in the
photograph. Fast forward a couple of
months and I came up with the idea
of mounting some figures on the
inside radius and make a vignette
showing a trench scene.
Shrapnel ringed alongside live ordnance.

Shell casing as recovered.
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT.
The New Zealand forces were first deployed to Flers in September 1916 whilst attached to the XV
corps of the British Fourth Army. It was here between Longueval and Flers on the evening of the 15th
September that the New Zealanders began their advance. They were facing Bavarian troops who had
established strong defensive positions with support trenches and pill boxes.
They advanced across ‘No Man’s Land’ in four waves with the cover of a creeping artillery barrage.
The troops came under intense defensive fire and suffered heavy casualties. However, despite the
losses the troops pushed on to initially take Crest trench, followed by Switch trench and then led by
the remnants of the NZ Rifle Brigade captured their final objective which was the high ground to the
north of Flers. The fighting continued within this area for days but finally the New Zealanders were
successful in defeating the German divisions albeit had a heavy cost in terms of lives and injuries.
Towards the end of September, the New Zealanders were also involved in the attacks at Morval and
Thiepval Ridge and finally at Transloy ridge on October 1st. In terms of casualties suffered during this
period of fighting it amounted to some 7,000 men of which 1,500 which killed.

Map showing area around Longueval and Flers.

The New Zealanders then spent the remainder of 1916 in the Sailly Lys area before being moved to
the southern sector of the Ypres salient in early 2017. Here they remained until February 1918, before
returning to the Somme and took part in the heavy fighting at Hamel, La Signy Farm, Albert, Arras,
Baupaume and finally Le Quesnoy.
THE BUILD
The first task was to source a set of figures that could be used. Initially, I considered using a set of
injection moulded figures, although sourcing a set seemed impossible, I guess due to their popularity
because of the centenary of the ending of WW1. I looked at various resin figures at Telford although
none were really suitable, so it was at Bugle Call that Luke Hayes spotted a resin figure set that seemed
ideal. Somewhat appropriately the set included the option of using either British or New Zealand
figures and they were manufactured by a New Zealand based company.
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AC Models Allied Trench WW1 figure set.

With the figures sourced I could commence on the build. The next task was to remove all the loose
rust from the inside of the casing and give it a coat of red primer so that any glue/plaster used would
bond strongly to the case.

Inside face of case, primed.

Cast resin base for figures.

In addition to the figures, the set included a cast resin trench scene which the figures were mounted
to. This ‘base’ needed to be fitted to the inside of the shell case, initial thoughts were to use an epoxy
filler to fill the gaps and act as a means of securing the ‘base’ to the casing. However, an alternative
option was to glue a section of blue foam into the casing, carve out the middle so the ‘base’ would sit
on the hollowed-out section and then apply plaster over the foam to blend the whole scene in.
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Foam being hollowed out.

Base positioned inside casing.

With the base glued into position on the foam using rapid set epoxy, I could then start applying plaster
which was applied in several applications.

Base now encapsulated with plaster.

On the right-hand side of the base there is a low wattle fence which would need to be replicated within
the extended section towards the rear. To create the fence, I used some solder wire mounted onto
two copper wire posts, this could then be mounted in place followed by applying thin coats of plaster
to blend it in. I also wanted to add a wooden ‘duckboard’ that was typically found within waterlogged
trenches. For the duckboard I used some wooden coffee stirrers cut to the appropriate size and glued
together using PVA glue.
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Recreating a wattle fence

Duckboard assembly jig

I then created some additional sand bags using Milliput, followed by giving the base a coat of Vallejo
primer. After allowing the primer to fully dry I could start applying the colours starting with Vallejo
Light Brown (70.929) as a base coat, then Mud Brown (71.037) predominately within the trench itself
and then Earth brown on the upper sections and the sandbags. I then sprayed an acrylic matt lacquer
over all the surfaces
I wanted to show the muddy conditions that the troops had to endure within these trenches. To do
that I had to create puddles in certain areas and an overall effect of wet earth within the trench. To
show the wet earth meant that the applied paint had to have a sheen, so to create this effect I diluted
some acrylic gloss lacquer by 50% with thinners, added some mud brown paint and I had my own wet
effect varnish. I then applied several coats over all the lower trench surfaces reducing the effect with
height. I also applied several coats of this ‘wet effect’ varnish to the duckboard as this effectively would
have been caked in mud.

Wet earth effect

Duck board weathered.

I then applied a black wash to the lower trench areas and a dark dirt wash to all the other areas. I use
the Flory models washes and the beauty of these products is that they are water based which means
they can be easily applied and removed. The purpose of applying these washes was to create shadow
and contrast in certain areas and to weather the previously applied paint.
The puddles were created using two-part epoxy clear resin. In reality, these puddles would not have
been clear, so to replicate a silty puddle I added a very small drop of ‘buff’ paint prior to the mix. The
Somme region is generally underlaid with chalk, so hence the reason I used a lighter colour for the
puddles to represent this.
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FIGURES.
Figure assembly was generally straightforward although being resin there was a need to fill a couple
of small air holes left behind from the casting process. Before gluing, I dry fitted the heads, arms and
legs to ensure I was happy with the alignment and fit. Again, some filler was needed around a couple
of the arm joints but overall the fits were reasonably good.

Figure assembly in progress.

With the figures quickly assembled I could then start thinking about the painting. After an initial
priming coat of Tamiya Sea Grey, I made a start on the face features, for me the most challenging
aspect of figure painting. For the skin tones I used Vallejo Basic Skin Tone (70.815) as the base,
followed by Flat Flesh (70.955) and finally the Flesh wash (73.204). I recently brought an Optivisor
from Hobbycraft which is really essential for figure painting and at least means I can now see the detail
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I am attempting to paint. Two of the figures are wearing Woollen fleeces which were commonly issued
to New Zealand troops during the winter months, so these were next to painted using an acrylic dirty
white.
It was then a case of painting the remaining areas of the uniform using AK’s First World War Uniform
(AK3081) adding tonal variation to the basic colour on the hat and puttees.

The belts and some of the small pouches were painted with an acrylic leather brown. The larger
pouches were painted in Khaki and the Satchel bags painted with AK’s dark sand (AK3082). The belt
terminations and buckles were picked out with an acrylic brass. The boots were moulded with large
amounts of mud adhered to them, so these areas were painted with Mud Brown and small areas were
painted with Tamiya rubber black to pick out the base boot. To the muddy areas I then used my wet
effect varnish to give the boots a wet look.
With all the base painting complete, I then gave the figures a coat of acrylic matt lacquer allowing it
to fully dry for 24 hours before applying the washes. For the woollen fleeces I then applied a Flory
Brown wash, followed by selective removal and for all the other areas except for the boots I applied a
Flory Black Wash. This process was repeated several times until I was happy with the appearance. I
also used AK Umber (AK3083) and Dark Sand separately diluted by 80% to add further tonal variation
to the ‘green’ uniform areas. Now that I was happy with the figure’s final appearance a further coat
of matt lacquer was applied.
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Before gluing the figures into position, I needed to fit the trench periscope into its location, the
spotter’s rifle and place an entrenching tool onto the trench floor.
The figures could now be glued in place using ‘super glue’ and essentially the project was complete.
To contrast against the overall dark colour of the scene, I decided to use a beech base which is light in
colour. Instead of mounting the case directly to the base I decided to mount it onto two brass studs
which would mean that the full external curvature of the casing could be seen.
CONCLUSION
Whether, I have created a suitable tribute and commemoration to those that fought at the Somme
and in particular the New Zealand troops will be for others to judge. For me, I have really enjoyed it,
giving me the chance to practice new techniques, but most of all, the opportunity to create a unique
and hopefully fitting tribute to all those troops that fought on the Somme.
SOME PICTURES OF THE COMPLETED VIGNETTE.
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KITASTROPHIK KOGITAT IONS - JAKKU JUNKYARD PART 2 BY GRAY SHARPLING
As mentioned last time, this build ran about a month too long to be fully completed in time for the
February issue of our club magazine. So unfortunately, it has extended into a two-part build article.
The ship itself was almost fully finished by the time the deadline came-up for last month’s issue, so
this is about the finishing touches to the model itself, and the build of the base - which, despite it’s
apparent simplicity, was actually my most ambitious display-base to-date (but still not a “diorama” in
my humble opinion - I’m using Brain Sampson’s wonderful and imaginative SF entry in the
November/December 2014 club annual competition as my evidence). I fully admit that if I had pulled
my finger out a bit more, I might have been able to complete this whole project in time for last month’s
magazine. But I didn’t want to give myself any artificial time-pressure, and so I was happy to let the
project go along at its own pace so I would enjoy it more. I find my modelling enjoyment levels drop
in clear proportion with the more pressure I put on myself.
Before you ask, yes I have started a new project, but you’ll have to wait until the June issue to see
what that might be. And no, it’s not another Star Wars kit, but something completely different
altogether - I am sure you will all cheer when I say that I think I’m “Star Wars’d out” for the moment.
BUILDING THE BASE
As the pictures last month showed, the model itself was 95% finished by the time of the magazine
article deadline, with just some very minor tweaks needed to finish it. I forgot to mention this in
writing last month, but my original thought had been to paint the various coloured panels of the hull
armour-plating, but when it came to it, sheer laziness got the better of me. I decided to use the
supplied decals for the coloured panels, mainly because of all the little cut-outs along the sides of each
panel that would have made masking a nightmare, even though it meant I had well over 100 decals to
lay down. It took a couple of long days, but they went down nicely with some Micro-Set and MicroSol, and were perfectly sized and shaped to exactly fit the relevant panels etc. My only, extremely
minor, niggle with the decals was that, in my opinion, some of the colours possibly ought to have been
a fraction subtler. But the time, and effort (and my sanity!) that using the decals saved, was enough
to make it an easy decision in the end. I do now have to go and purchase a new bottle of Micro-Sol
though. Not that I used that much on this kit, but I managed to knock the bottle over, and spill the
darned thing. More than half a bottle went all over my workbench. Harrumph!

Once the decals were down and dried, I used a tiny bit of ripped sponge, dipped in the base paint and
then mostly dried off on some paper-towel, to dab gently on the decals to give a paint-chipped effect.
That done, a coat of Klear to lock it all down, and then a good slathering with Flory Concrete (ie: grey)
wash to bring out the panelling and other details. I thought the more normally used Dark Dirt or Black
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would have been far too strong, this was subtler, although even this grey was perhaps a little strong
even so? That’s a matter of personal taste I think? Then I got some mud-brown pigment powder, and
with a slightly dampened flat-brush added the dirt and surface streaking of this very dirty and battered
spacecraft. Note to self: I need to get a slightly stiffer flat brush - the old one I have was a little soft
for this type of work. Personally, I was very happy with the result; at this tiny scale I thought it was
about as good as I could have made it given my (utter lack of) modelling skills. Then a final coat of my
favourite Vallejo Matt Varnish, remove the window masks, and the kit itself was done. On to the
base…
I bought a 30cm square pre-made picture frame from Hobbycraft to act as the starting point.
However, with the frame around the hardboard back-board, this was actually 31cm square, and
annoyingly was just a couple of millimetres too big to fit into the Really Useful box I had pre-bought
especially! Grrrrr…. So that was wasted money, and another slightly larger Really Useful box had to
be purchased.
Some 5mm-square balsawood stock from HobbyCraft was fashioned into a retaining frame within the
picture frame, and then the whole filled with a thin layer of good old-fashioned Polyfilla. The vaguelylevelled surface was left deliberately rough as this was meant to be a desert setting. Then as the
Polyfilla dried, I wrapped the Falcon in cling-film and placed it into the plaster to make indents for the
landing-pads. Once dry overnight, I lifted the Falcon off and unwrapped the cling-film. The rough
plaster I then primed with Halford’s primer, and painted with a random pattern of Tamiya XF59 Desert
Yellow and XF60 Dark Yellow. That little lot was then painted with a thin coat of watered-down PVA
and dusted with two different grades of sand. I did my best to keep the indent-“holes” clear for the
Falcon’s landing-pads, and waited for that lot to dry. Then it was on to the “set dressing”.

Balsa edge added to picture frame.

Polyfilla down and cling-film-wrapped model placed
to make impressions for the landing gear.

At this point, I must give a shout-out to 3D-print designer AgeOfPlastic on the ShapeWays web-site.
In the movie “The Force Awakens” when the audience see the Falcon for the first time as Rey and Finn
run towards it (“…The garbage will do!…”), the ship is sitting in a junkyard on the planet Jakku, partially
covered by a couple of ripped tarpaulins. Surrounding the Falcon in a neat circle are about twelve
vaguely-triangular concrete thingies. They seem to be used as tie-downs for some old tattered and
ripped tarps, and so I went onto ShapeWays looking for something that I could use or adapt to act as
rough representations of these tie-down concrete thingies. I was just hoping for anything that was
vaguely the right size and shape - I’m no rivet counter! In my searches I got chatting via the web-site
message boards with AgeOfPlastic on a slightly different topic and, long-story-short, he ended up
researching and custom-designing the exactly correct tie-down things for 3D-printing by ShapeWays!
So a big Thank You to AgeOfPlastic, whoever and wherever you are.
Whilst I was there, I also bought some tiny 3D-printed Star Wars crates and Moisture Vaporators from
ShapeWays to act as more location set-dressing for the junkyard. I was not going to try and make an
exact replica of what was seen on screen as a display base for my little Falcon, but I did want it to be
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close enough to the real set that it was recognisable for what I was aiming at. 3D-printed parts are
not cheap however, even at this tiny size, and that little lot cost me almost as much as the original kit
did! Unfortunately, the top “aerial-thingy” on the Vaporators was far too thin and flimsy at this scale,
so I had to think of replacement options. I had some 0.5mm brass rod that looked like a sturdier
replacement. However, after cutting the “aerial” off, I discovered that plastic used in the 3D-printing
process was far too brittle because, when I tried to drill a hole to accept the brass rod, the plastic just
started crumbling! Lesson learned. So I had to cut off the whole top-section of both vaporators, and
replace with styrene rod, into which I could drill a hole into to accept the brass rod. Harrumph. After
spending all that money, I wasn’t happy, but the parts were extremely tiny.

3D-printed moisture vaporator with replacement of
“antenna” thingy with brass wire.

Template to correctly position the twelve 3d-printed
tie-down thingies.

To find the correct placement of the 3D-printed tie-downs, I made a circular paper template, with
marks at the twelve “clock-face” cardinal positions, so I could glue them down evenly spaced around
the Falcon. After priming all the various 3D-printed parts, the crates were painted AK Interactive
Xtreme Gun Metal, the Vaporators were painted plain white, and the Tie-Downs were painted an offwhite, with a German Grey tie-ring as per my references. They were all given a wash of Flory Sand
and PVA’d to the base. A little extra of the fine-sand was dusted on any glue-ooze, and the whole lot
was then given a liberal coat of Matt Varnish to try and lock it all down.
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I normally don’t glue my models to their bases, but in this case I had little choice, since I wanted to
drape some ripped tarps over a couple of strategic areas of the Falcon as per my reference photos. So
the she was PVA’d into position on the base.
My idea for the tarps was to cut and rip some plain Kleenex tissue into shape, and then soak the tissue
sections in watered-down PVA glue, coloured with Tamiya acrylic paint. Then, after covering the
Falcon with cling film, drape the soaked and coloured tissue artfully over the ship and let it dry into
shape. Then I could peel it off, attach ropes made from cotton to the tie-downs, and glue the tarps
back on with a few tiny dabs of rubber-cement so I could peel them off again if the need arose.
Surprisingly it all went well, and I was quite pleased with the end-result. On to the next project…
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TAMIYA 1/48 SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE MK1A
RICHARD STEWART

After seeing this kit at Telford last year, I had to have one! On opening the box you are met with a lot
of quality and accurate parts together with a little etch which goes some way to justifying the £30+
cost of this kit.

Interesting cockpit construction, but it’s very
effective

Nice scale colour print with etch for seat belts
radiator grills etc. and an excellent decal sheet
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THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOR
Although this is an excellent kit there are some ejection pin marks which will need to be attended to
as can be seen when the aircraft is completed.

Sprue B which has the main fuselage halves look out for
ejection pin marks on the Starboard side of the cockpit
and the inner undercarriage spats

On the undercarriage oleo legs also.

COCKPIT
As with almost all builds work starts on the cockpit. I firstly drilled out the fuselage frames as these
will be visible when completed. This area was painted in Tamiya Cockpit green (XF71) with hull red
(XF9) to replicate the composite seat, and flat aluminium (XF16). For a change I kept to the painting
instructions! (Well for the cockpit anyway)

Cockpit tub completed with some nice detailing right
down to the hydraulic lever for the undercarriage. I
added some 0.2 lead wire to replicate hydraulic lines to
the lower port side of the instrument panel

Fitting the ‘tub’ to the fuselage which is where you
decide whether open or closed as that dictates what
cockpit fuselage section to use. I opted for open.
Instrument panel was from the decal sheet supplied

CHANGE TO THE SCHEDULED BUILD!
As there is no engine to worry about once the cockpit tub was in it was just a case of joining both
halves together and concentrating on the wings while waiting for the glue to dry. These are great and
remind me of the 1/32 scale ones as they have nice wheel wheels that build together nicely. Now this
is where I go off-piste, as this Spitfire is going to be a gelded one and converted to a PR1C. So, I blocked
off the machine gun ejection holes then glued the wings together. I then drilled out the gun ports to
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match some stock plastic rod I had and trimmed/sanded smooth both those and the blocked off gun
cartridge shutes. The top gun panels received a coat of Mr Surfacer and were removed taking care not
to sand away the main wing panel lines. The wing fit is superb with very little correcting required for
the all-important fuselage alignment. The rear horizontal stabilisers are also a doddle as they are built
up as one piece and slide into the tail assembly
SURGERY TIME!
For this conversion to a PR1C I purchased the Pavla (U48062) resin accessories kit which comes with
the underwing fuel tank/camera pod, enlarged underwing oil cooler and special canopy together with
a tiny bulge to go on top of the Port wing together with the gun casing Shute plugs. The PR version
had a greatly increased range so due to the engine oil consumption and the extra cooling required for
extended use an enlarged oil tank was fitted which necessitated the distinctive ‘chin’ under the nose.

Had to remove the rectangular locating lug on fuselage
used to locate the original (on the right)

Jimmy Hill!

The problem being is that the Pavla part supplied for this is for the Airfix kit, so the ‘chin’ cowling is
not wide enough. To overcome this, I just cut this down the middle glued to the fuselage filled the gap
with putty and sanded smooth, easy!
It was just a case of ensuring all other seams were smoothed down ready for painting.
PAINTING TIME
Once the front wrap around unarmoured PR windscreen from the acetate moulding was masked and
glued down, the cockpit area and undercarriage bays were masked off and a coat of Halfords grey
primer was used as a base, once dry I used 6000 grit to smooth off.
I mixed Tamiya RAF Ocean Grey (XF82) and Medium Blue (XF18) to achieve a near as dame it match
to PR blue. This was thinned out with Mr Color Leveller and applied at 20 psi.
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Now looking the part with the Exhausts and prop fitted!
Also, PR1C’s had no aerials or IFF wires to worry about

The wheel wheels should be in aluminium or sky if in
BOB colours. Note the resin camera pod on the Port
wing with the fuel tank on the other. With the enlarged
Pavla oil cooler

DECALS
The decal set from Model Alliance are quite a comprehensive set, but it does not give any reference
to the top wing roundel locations and refers you to a book which is not in stock anymore! I spent ages
trawling the net for some further reference as I’ve noticed the roundels on PR models tend to be
further inboard than fighter configurations.

Decals used were a mix of the original Tamiya set for
the smaller stencil and walkway markings with the
main ones from MA

Note: the white plastic propeller stub which is a
replacement, as I used the original to support the plane
while I was spraying it. Didn’t work!

CONCLUSION
This is a top shelf kit. Yes, it has a couple of ejector pin marks which are easily removed, and the
fuselage shape is spot on with what a Spitfire should be. It’s a dream to build and I’ve enjoyed it so
much I’ve now purchased another to build straight out of the box, can’t wait!
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CLUB DIARY 2019
2019
May 1st
May

15th

June 5th
June

19th

May 4th

Late Club Night

May

5th

Early Club Night

June 1st

Salisbury Model Show

July 14th

ROMSEY SCALE MODEL SHOW
2019

Tangmere Model Show
May

6th

Broadlands Country Show

Late Club Night

July 3rd
July

Early Club Night

Early Club Night

17th

Late Club Night – Airfix Competition

August 7th

Early Club Night

August 4th

Avon Model Show

August 21st

Late Club Night

August 11th

Boscombe Down Show

September 4th

Early Club Night

September 14th

Farnborough ModelFest

September 18th

Late Club Night

September 28th /29th

Bovington Model Show -Late

October 2th

Early Club Night

October 16th

Late Club Night

November 6th

Early Club Night

November 10th/11th

Scale Model World 2019

November 20th

Annual Competition

November 24th

Bugle Call

December 4th

Early Club Night

December 18th

Xmas Club Night

Next Meeting: Wednesday May 1st

(8pm to 10pm)

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club President
Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Show Secretary
Competition Secretary

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Tel: 01794 519153
Tony Adams
Tel: 07736555664
Paul Adams
Mark Husband Tel: 07806 636208
Sean Summers

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
email: ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Tony Adams
Paul Adams

Richard Stewart
Karl Scammell
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FINDING US
Ampfield Village
Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

BACK ISSUES
For those of you that are new to this publication is it worth noting that a full archive of The Romsey
Modeller (now almost 100 issues) plus its predecessor “Update” are available on our web site at
https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2019
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